Perhaps The Only Two-Faced Friend You’ll Ever Need

Two Powerful Personalities In One Small Package
(This size, to be exact)
The Informer 213PT — Complete 3270 Networking and 386SX PC Power in an Eleven Pound Laptop
Only Informer's 213PT Combines Dual Functionality in One Sleek Portable Package

The Informer Model 213PT processing terminal provides two powerful personalities for the corporate MIS environment. First and foremost, it's a light-weight portable 3270-compatible terminal for remote dial-up access to your IBM mainframe databases and applications. And it's more. With a single keystroke, the 213PT becomes a 386SX-class personal computer complete with DOS and up to 4 megabytes of on-board memory with battery back-up.

Operating as a terminal, the Model 213PT emulates a 3274 controller with two attached 3178 display stations, accessing host-based 3270 application programs via its built-in V.32 modem.

Operating as a PC, the Model 213PT accepts and then executes any DOS-based application programs directly from the host. Use of the built-in silicon disk for local storage of both programs and data enhances network security.

The Model 213PT supports TSO, IND$ and CMS file transfer, as well as 3270 presentation space API (Application Program Interface), allowing the MIS staff to customize programs for greater efficiency and productivity.

Only the Informer Model 213PT combines a high level of performance, connectivity and ease-of-use in such a compact and affordable package. The dual terminal/workstation personality of the Model 213PT provides the MIS world with ideal solutions for both 3270 dial-in networking and portable application processing on an advanced 386-based PC. With the 213PT the host controls all aspects of the remote IBM computing solution.

Just dial (714) 891-1112 for more information on Informer's 213PT. With two powerful fully-integrated personalities it's the new double standard in versatility for 3270 dial-up networking.

INFORMATION

General Specifications For Informer Model 213PT Processing Terminal:

System: 8/16 MHz 80386 SX processor
Memory: 1Mbyte standard
Battery backup standard
256 Kbytes ROM
DOS and emulation software
Display: 640 x 400 monochrome electroluminescent display
EGA and CGA controller
I/O RJ11
9 pin serial port
15 pin parallel printer port
Keyboard: 81 key 3270 style with PC function keys
Modem V.32 9600 BPS/V.22 Bis
2400 BPS/Synchronous
Operating System: DOS 3.3+
Physical: Measures 3.5 x 11 x 11.3"
Weighs 11 lbs.
Power consumption 40 watts
Carrying case included
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